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particle states created by byi are called bosonic or atomic
states to distinguish them from the molecular two-particle
states. Depending on the setup, the atomic states reside
either in the corners or on the edges of each plaquette (see
Fig. 1), and are numbered counterclockwise. The energy !
corresponds to the detuning from resonance, while g is the
coupling strength determined by the Rabi frequency of the
Raman transition. While the Hamiltonian (2) is interesting
in its own right, the connection to ring exchange is appar-
ent upon integrating out the molecular field perturbatively
in g=!, which leads to the effective Hamiltonian

HRE!K
X

!

"by1b2by3b4#b1by2b3by4 $n1n3$n2n4%; (3)

with K ! g2=!. Note that the structure of the coupling in
Eq. (2) also produces a next-nearest-neighbor interaction.
The bosonic system turns metastable for large negative
detuning. However, the decay time easily exceeds typical
experimental time scales of atomic gases. Then, the per-
turbative expansion is again valid and allows for the real-
ization of a system with negative ring exchange
interaction.

In the following, we present the microscopic design of
the ring exchange interaction within atomic gases. This
design combines standard tools for manipulating and con-
trolling cold atomic gases [5,17]. Our starting point is a
system of bosonic atoms with two internal states coupled
via a Raman transition. These different internal states can
be trapped by independent optical lattices; such indepen-
dent trapping has been realized recently using spin-
dependent optical lattices [18,19]. An alternative approach
is the trapping of alkaline earth metals, e.g., 88Sr, where the
first excited state 3P1 exhibits a long lifetime with a differ-
ent polarizability than the lowest energy state 1S0 [20]. We
introduce the notation  a"x% and  b"x% for the field opera-
tors describing the two internal states, and the microscopic
Hamiltonians then take the form (" ! a; b)
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with g" ! 4#@2a"=m the interaction strength for scatter-
ing lengths a". The interaction strengths between the
atoms can be tuned independently by using magnetic or
optical Feshbach resonances [5]. The e" are the homoge-
neous energy shifts between the internal states. The poten-
tial V""x% accounts for an optical lattice driven by lasers
with wave vector k ! 2#=$, with the strength v" in units
of the recoil energy Er ! @2k2=2m. The two internal states
are coupled via a Raman transition. Transforming away the
optical frequencies within a rotating frame, the coupling
takes the form

HR ! @!
Z

dx& y
b a #  y

a  b'; (4)

with ! the Rabi frequency of the transition.
We focus first on the two-dimensional setup shown in

Fig. 1(a). Confinement to two dimensions is achieved by a
strong transverse optical lattice, which quenches hopping
between different planes. The remaining optical lattice
provides the square lattice structure for the atomic state
 b and takes the form Vb=Er ! vb&cos2"kx=2% #
cos2"ky=2%'. For vb * 1, the mapping to the Bose-
Hubbard model is well justified. The optical lattice for
the second internal state  a, which is localized at the
plaquette centers, takes the form

Va

Er
! vaf&coskx$ cosky'2 # sin2"kx=2% # sin2"ky=2%g:

The first term is obtained by interference between standing
laser waves along the x and y directions, while the other
terms represent a standard square lattice. The different
lattice spacing of the two contributions is easily achieved
by a finite angle 2#=3 between the interfering beams. We
are interested in a strong optical lattice Va, where tunneling
between different wells is quenched, and focus on the
energy states within a single well. Then the structure of
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FIG. 2. (a) Single-particle energies %l of the states ayl;!j0i for
va ! 30. (b) Energy levels of the two-particle states with sym-
metry B2 and E. The frequency ! ! "%0 # %2 #U02 # !%=2@ of
the Raman transition is chosen near resonance with the molecu-
lar state ay0a
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FIG. 1. (a) Two-dimensional setup: the bosons (black dots) are
on the square lattice with the molecules (gray dots) in the center
of each plaquette. (b) Three-dimensional setup: the bosons
(black dots) are on the links of the cubic lattice. Within each
face there are four bosonic sites, which establish a plaquette
(dashed square). The molecules (gray dots) are in the center of
each plaquette.
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where the subtraction of 3 was included for convenience.
In an eigenbasis of Sz

i = S = ±1/2, the Hamiltonian H0

describes a classical spin system. The classical ground
state consists of all spin configurations which have zero
(z-axis) magnetization on each and every hexagonal pla-
quette: Sz

! = 0. There are many such configurations
(note that unlike the nearest-neighbor model, the gen-
eralized Kagome antiferromagnet is unfrustrated in the
easy-axis limit), with a ground state degeneracy that
grows exponentially with system size, much like other
fully frustrated classical spin models such as the triangu-
lar lattice Ising antiferromagnet. The full Hamiltonian,
H, lifts this huge degeneracy, splitting the classically de-
generate ground states into a low-energy manifold, still
characterized, however, by the good quantum numbers
Sz

! = 0.

Some properties of this easy-axis limit are immediately
evident. For instance, all states in the low-energy mani-
fold have Sz

! = 0 for every hexagon, and there is a large
gap of approximately Jz to states with any non-zero Sz

!.
Hence the ground state has in this sense a “spin gap”.
Thus the easy-axis generalized Kagome antiferromagnet
has no XY spin order, but translational symmetry break-
ing is not precluded. More subtle aspects of this model
are less evident. In particular, we would like to ascertain
the presence or absence of more subtle “topological” or-
der, and the types of “singlet” (more precisely Sz = 0)
and spinful (Sz != 0) excitations.

To proceed, we treat H1 as a perturbation with J! "
Jz, and project back into this low energy manifold of
degenerate classical ground states with Sz

! = 0. (This
procedure is very much analogous to the derivation of the
Heisenberg model starting from the Hubbard model with
t " U . Indeed, in the language of “hard core bosons”
in which the boson number corresponds to Sz

i + 1/2,
the perturbing Hamiltonian H1 describes boson hopping
amongst a pair of sites on the same hexagon.) Within
second order degenerate perturbation theory (in J!) for
the low-energy manifold, there are two types of (vir-
tual) processes which contribute, preserving the vanish-
ing magnetization on every hexagon. In the first, two
antiparallel spins within a single hexagon exchange and
then exchange back again. This “diagonal” process leads
(within the low-energy manifold) to a simple constant
energy shift E0 = #(9/2)N!J2

!/Jz, where N! is the to-
tal number of hexagons. Because this trivial shift does
not split the extensive degeneracy, we neglect it in what
follows. More interesting are o!-diagonal processes, in
which two pairs of antiparallel spins on opposite sites of
a 5-site “bow-tie” plaquette exchange (see Fig. 1). This
process involves spins on only four sites, and is an analog
of electron exchange “ring” moves. One can readily ver-
ify that such “ring” moves on the bow-tie leave invariant
the (z-axis) magnetization on every hexagon.

Up to second order in J!/Jz, within the low-energy
manifold, the full Kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet is

thereby reduced to the form: H0 + Hring with

Hring = #Jring

!

!"

(S+
1 S"

2 S+
3 S"

4 + h.c.), (5)

where the labels 1 . . . 4 denote the four spins at the ends
of each bowtie as labeled in Fig. 1. Here the ring ex-
change interaction Jring = J2

!/Jz, and by assumption
one has J! " Jz . It is noteworthy that in this extreme
easy-axis limit the frustrated Kagome magnet does not

have a sign problem, and as such could be profitably at-
tacked via quantum Monte Carlo.

III. SOLUBLE SPIN LIQUID

We now use Hring to address the nature of the spin-
gapped state of the easy-axis generalized Kagome anti-
ferromagnet. Several arguments point to a spin-liquid
phase which supports fractionalized “spinon” excitations
which carry spin Sz = 1/2. Such a fractionalized state
must also support vortex-like excitations, dubbed “vi-
sons”, which carry no spin but have a long-ranged statis-
tical interaction with spinons.

A first suggestion to this e!ect comes from viewing
Hring as a lattice boson model, and a spin liquid state
thereby as a bosonic Mott insulator. Generally, such
bosonic insulating states can be regarded as quantum-
mechanical condensates of vortices17. To examine the
vortex excitations, it is convenient to think of S±

i as lat-
tice boson raising and lowering operators. Formally, one
may then express S±

i = e±i#i – fluctuations in the U(1)
phases !i (conjugate to Sz

i ) are induced by the constraint
Sz

i = ±1/2. It is then illuminating to re-express the
bosonic ring term as

Hring = #2Jring

!

!"

cos(!1 # !2 + !3 # !4). (6)

Consider now a vortex centered on some site (the “core”).
Classically, for the four sites on the bow-tie surrounding
the vortex core, !j = (j/4)2"Nv, where Nv denotes the
number of vortices (vorticity) on this plaquette. The
(core) energy of this vortex configuration is proportional
to

Evort = 2Jring(1 # cos(Nv")). (7)

Notice that plaquettes with an odd number of vortices,
Nv, cost an energy 4Jring relative to the even-Nv plaque-
ttes. In particular, a single strength vortex is costly, but
double-strength vortices are cheap. The same conclusion
can be shown more formally using an exact duality trans-
formation.

Typically single strength vortices condense, but one
can also imagine insulating states which result from a
condensation of composites made from Nv vortices11.
Such insulators are necessarily fractionalized since they
support deconfined (but gapped) charge excitations with

- exciton Bose liquid
- spin liquids
- cold atom simulators for lattice gauge theories

destabilize “conventional” order WITHOUT 
the sign problem

solve with exact (unbiased) numerics
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particle states created by byi are called bosonic or atomic
states to distinguish them from the molecular two-particle
states. Depending on the setup, the atomic states reside
either in the corners or on the edges of each plaquette (see
Fig. 1), and are numbered counterclockwise. The energy !
corresponds to the detuning from resonance, while g is the
coupling strength determined by the Rabi frequency of the
Raman transition. While the Hamiltonian (2) is interesting
in its own right, the connection to ring exchange is appar-
ent upon integrating out the molecular field perturbatively
in g=!, which leads to the effective Hamiltonian

HRE!K
X

!

"by1b2by3b4#b1by2b3by4 $n1n3$n2n4%; (3)

with K ! g2=!. Note that the structure of the coupling in
Eq. (2) also produces a next-nearest-neighbor interaction.
The bosonic system turns metastable for large negative
detuning. However, the decay time easily exceeds typical
experimental time scales of atomic gases. Then, the per-
turbative expansion is again valid and allows for the real-
ization of a system with negative ring exchange
interaction.

In the following, we present the microscopic design of
the ring exchange interaction within atomic gases. This
design combines standard tools for manipulating and con-
trolling cold atomic gases [5,17]. Our starting point is a
system of bosonic atoms with two internal states coupled
via a Raman transition. These different internal states can
be trapped by independent optical lattices; such indepen-
dent trapping has been realized recently using spin-
dependent optical lattices [18,19]. An alternative approach
is the trapping of alkaline earth metals, e.g., 88Sr, where the
first excited state 3P1 exhibits a long lifetime with a differ-
ent polarizability than the lowest energy state 1S0 [20]. We
introduce the notation  a"x% and  b"x% for the field opera-
tors describing the two internal states, and the microscopic
Hamiltonians then take the form (" ! a; b)
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with g" ! 4#@2a"=m the interaction strength for scatter-
ing lengths a". The interaction strengths between the
atoms can be tuned independently by using magnetic or
optical Feshbach resonances [5]. The e" are the homoge-
neous energy shifts between the internal states. The poten-
tial V""x% accounts for an optical lattice driven by lasers
with wave vector k ! 2#=$, with the strength v" in units
of the recoil energy Er ! @2k2=2m. The two internal states
are coupled via a Raman transition. Transforming away the
optical frequencies within a rotating frame, the coupling
takes the form

HR ! @!
Z

dx& y
b a #  y

a  b'; (4)

with ! the Rabi frequency of the transition.
We focus first on the two-dimensional setup shown in

Fig. 1(a). Confinement to two dimensions is achieved by a
strong transverse optical lattice, which quenches hopping
between different planes. The remaining optical lattice
provides the square lattice structure for the atomic state
 b and takes the form Vb=Er ! vb&cos2"kx=2% #
cos2"ky=2%'. For vb * 1, the mapping to the Bose-
Hubbard model is well justified. The optical lattice for
the second internal state  a, which is localized at the
plaquette centers, takes the form

Va

Er
! vaf&coskx$ cosky'2 # sin2"kx=2% # sin2"ky=2%g:

The first term is obtained by interference between standing
laser waves along the x and y directions, while the other
terms represent a standard square lattice. The different
lattice spacing of the two contributions is easily achieved
by a finite angle 2#=3 between the interfering beams. We
are interested in a strong optical lattice Va, where tunneling
between different wells is quenched, and focus on the
energy states within a single well. Then the structure of
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FIG. 1. (a) Two-dimensional setup: the bosons (black dots) are
on the square lattice with the molecules (gray dots) in the center
of each plaquette. (b) Three-dimensional setup: the bosons
(black dots) are on the links of the cubic lattice. Within each
face there are four bosonic sites, which establish a plaquette
(dashed square). The molecules (gray dots) are in the center of
each plaquette.
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where the subtraction of 3 was included for convenience.
In an eigenbasis of Sz

i = S = ±1/2, the Hamiltonian H0

describes a classical spin system. The classical ground
state consists of all spin configurations which have zero
(z-axis) magnetization on each and every hexagonal pla-
quette: Sz

! = 0. There are many such configurations
(note that unlike the nearest-neighbor model, the gen-
eralized Kagome antiferromagnet is unfrustrated in the
easy-axis limit), with a ground state degeneracy that
grows exponentially with system size, much like other
fully frustrated classical spin models such as the triangu-
lar lattice Ising antiferromagnet. The full Hamiltonian,
H, lifts this huge degeneracy, splitting the classically de-
generate ground states into a low-energy manifold, still
characterized, however, by the good quantum numbers
Sz

! = 0.

Some properties of this easy-axis limit are immediately
evident. For instance, all states in the low-energy mani-
fold have Sz

! = 0 for every hexagon, and there is a large
gap of approximately Jz to states with any non-zero Sz

!.
Hence the ground state has in this sense a “spin gap”.
Thus the easy-axis generalized Kagome antiferromagnet
has no XY spin order, but translational symmetry break-
ing is not precluded. More subtle aspects of this model
are less evident. In particular, we would like to ascertain
the presence or absence of more subtle “topological” or-
der, and the types of “singlet” (more precisely Sz = 0)
and spinful (Sz != 0) excitations.

To proceed, we treat H1 as a perturbation with J! "
Jz, and project back into this low energy manifold of
degenerate classical ground states with Sz

! = 0. (This
procedure is very much analogous to the derivation of the
Heisenberg model starting from the Hubbard model with
t " U . Indeed, in the language of “hard core bosons”
in which the boson number corresponds to Sz

i + 1/2,
the perturbing Hamiltonian H1 describes boson hopping
amongst a pair of sites on the same hexagon.) Within
second order degenerate perturbation theory (in J!) for
the low-energy manifold, there are two types of (vir-
tual) processes which contribute, preserving the vanish-
ing magnetization on every hexagon. In the first, two
antiparallel spins within a single hexagon exchange and
then exchange back again. This “diagonal” process leads
(within the low-energy manifold) to a simple constant
energy shift E0 = #(9/2)N!J2

!/Jz, where N! is the to-
tal number of hexagons. Because this trivial shift does
not split the extensive degeneracy, we neglect it in what
follows. More interesting are o!-diagonal processes, in
which two pairs of antiparallel spins on opposite sites of
a 5-site “bow-tie” plaquette exchange (see Fig. 1). This
process involves spins on only four sites, and is an analog
of electron exchange “ring” moves. One can readily ver-
ify that such “ring” moves on the bow-tie leave invariant
the (z-axis) magnetization on every hexagon.

Up to second order in J!/Jz, within the low-energy
manifold, the full Kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet is

thereby reduced to the form: H0 + Hring with

Hring = #Jring

!

!"

(S+
1 S"

2 S+
3 S"

4 + h.c.), (5)

where the labels 1 . . . 4 denote the four spins at the ends
of each bowtie as labeled in Fig. 1. Here the ring ex-
change interaction Jring = J2

!/Jz, and by assumption
one has J! " Jz . It is noteworthy that in this extreme
easy-axis limit the frustrated Kagome magnet does not

have a sign problem, and as such could be profitably at-
tacked via quantum Monte Carlo.

III. SOLUBLE SPIN LIQUID

We now use Hring to address the nature of the spin-
gapped state of the easy-axis generalized Kagome anti-
ferromagnet. Several arguments point to a spin-liquid
phase which supports fractionalized “spinon” excitations
which carry spin Sz = 1/2. Such a fractionalized state
must also support vortex-like excitations, dubbed “vi-
sons”, which carry no spin but have a long-ranged statis-
tical interaction with spinons.

A first suggestion to this e!ect comes from viewing
Hring as a lattice boson model, and a spin liquid state
thereby as a bosonic Mott insulator. Generally, such
bosonic insulating states can be regarded as quantum-
mechanical condensates of vortices17. To examine the
vortex excitations, it is convenient to think of S±

i as lat-
tice boson raising and lowering operators. Formally, one
may then express S±

i = e±i#i – fluctuations in the U(1)
phases !i (conjugate to Sz

i ) are induced by the constraint
Sz

i = ±1/2. It is then illuminating to re-express the
bosonic ring term as

Hring = #2Jring

!

!"

cos(!1 # !2 + !3 # !4). (6)

Consider now a vortex centered on some site (the “core”).
Classically, for the four sites on the bow-tie surrounding
the vortex core, !j = (j/4)2"Nv, where Nv denotes the
number of vortices (vorticity) on this plaquette. The
(core) energy of this vortex configuration is proportional
to

Evort = 2Jring(1 # cos(Nv")). (7)

Notice that plaquettes with an odd number of vortices,
Nv, cost an energy 4Jring relative to the even-Nv plaque-
ttes. In particular, a single strength vortex is costly, but
double-strength vortices are cheap. The same conclusion
can be shown more formally using an exact duality trans-
formation.

Typically single strength vortices condense, but one
can also imagine insulating states which result from a
condensation of composites made from Nv vortices11.
Such insulators are necessarily fractionalized since they
support deconfined (but gapped) charge excitations with

- exciton Bose liquid
- spin liquids
- cold atom simulators for lattice gauge theories

destabilize “conventional” order WITHOUT 
the sign problem

solve with exact (unbiased) numerics
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Quantum Monte Carlo

weighted sampling of Hamiltonian operators 
(particle trajectories/worldlines)

H = !J
!

!ij"

(Si · Sj) + · · ·

-numerically exact (unbiased)
-large system sizes
-no Trotter error

-fermionic sign problem
-ergodicity/freezing problems

Z = Tr{e!!H}

map to higher dimensional classical system

d d + 1

pros: cons:
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power series expansion of the partition function:

trace over standard basis

power series expansion

matrix elements = real numbers
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Stochastic Series Expansion QMC
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• construct weights from partition function

Chapter 2

The Monte Carlo Method

2.1 Markov chain Monte Carlo

In the statistical mechanical evaluation of physical observables, one is con-

fronted with the task of calculating the expectation value of a particular estima-

tor,

!O" =
1

Z
Tr{Oe!!H}, (2.1)

where ! is the inverse temperature and H can be a classical or quantum Hamil-

tonian. The observable estimated by O is some physical quantity, for example

the internal energy or magnetization of a magnetic spin system. Although the

Hamiltonian is known a priori for any given calcuation, the normalizing constant

6
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in the configuration space X. This sequence is a Markov chain simply if the value

xt+1 is dependent on its history only through its nearest past, xt. The Markov

chain is a simple random walk through the higher dimensional space representing

X, so that xt+1 is generated from xt through a random local perturbation. As

t ! ", the random-walk chain stabilizes to a uniform distribution. The thermal

expectation value is estimated from Eq. (2.1) using the sequence of configurations

in the Markov chain,

#O$ =

!!
t=0 O(xt)W (xt)
!!

t=0 W (xt)
, (2.3)

where W (xt) is the weight of the single configuration xt, and O(xt) is a measure-

ment of the estimator for O at that step. If the Markov chain is constructed as

a random walk in the higher-dimensional configuration space weighted with the

probability distribution W (x) (and each W (xt) > 0), then the thermal expecta-

tion value is simple the arithmetic mean of O(xt). In practice, the calculation of

this mean is truncated, so that

#O$ =
1

m

m
"

t=0

O(xt), (2.4)

which is the realization of a single long run of the Markov chain (i.e. m is large).

The Metropolis algorithm is a procedure for simulating a Markov chain in the

configuration space X with a distribution W (x). The algorithm starts from a

given configuration x0, and progresses by iterating the following two steps:

8

• Metropolis algorithm

need positive definite weights

0 < r < 1
r ! W [x(t+1)]

W [xt]
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a sign problem
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H = !J
!

!ij"

Bij !K
!

!ijkl"

Pijkl

i j

l k

Bij = S+
i S!j + S!i S+

j Pijkl = S+
i S!j S+

k S!l + S!i S+
j S!k S+

lspin 1/2
Pijkl = b†i bjb

†
kbl + bib

†
jbkb†lBij = b†i bj + bib

†
jhard-core bosons

CHAPTER 3. STOCHASTIC SERIES EXPANSION FOR THE J-K MODEL

respectively, using spin 1/2 notation. We may employ the standard z-component

basis

|!! = |"z
i , . . . , "

z
N!, "z

i = ±1 (3.11)

(where Sz
i = 1/2"z

i ), which allows for the evaluation of the matrix elements in

Eq. (3.7) as simple real numbers. This basis can also be mapped onto a hard-

core boson basis; in that case a spin-up state is equivalent to the presence of

a boson on that lattice site, and a spin-down state represents the absence of a

boson. Typically we consider square lattices, Lx = Ly, with N = Lx " Ly sites

(and N plaquettes). However, we will also discuss some extensions to other lattice

geometries later in this document. It is convenient to express all interactions in

the Hamiltonian (3.8) in terms of plaquette operators,

H1,a = CIijkl,

H2,a = (J/2)BijIkl,

H3,a = (J/2)BjkIil, (3.12)

H4,a = (J/2)BklIij,

H5,a = (J/2)BliIjk,

H6,a = KPijkl,

where Iij and Iijkl are unit operators associated with bonds and plaquettes, re-

spectively, and the indexing is defined in Fig. 3.1. Up to a constant NC, the

Hamiltonian is then given by a sum Eq. (3.3), where the type index is t = 1, . . . , 6,

and a is the plaquette index (a = 1, . . . , N). As explained above, there is also a

26

H = !
!

t

!

a

Ht,a

six terms in the plaquette 
Hamiltonian decomposition
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K/J

CHAPTER 5. PHYSICAL OBSERVABLES

where N([t1, a1]...[tm, am]) denotes the number of ordered sub-sequences [t1, a1]...[tm, am]

in the operator sequence Sn. We will discuss the case of a two-operator product in

the next section, when we derive the expression for the static operator structure

factors.

5.2 Correlations of operators

In order to perform careful finite-size scaling studies of the ordered phases of

the J-K model, we will consider correlation functions and the associated suscepti-

bilities of the bond and plaquette operators. Bond (Bij , Eq. (3.9)) and plaquette

(Pijkl, Eq. (3.10)) terms both appear as operators in the Hamiltonian, and so the

procedures for estimating their respective correlation functions are very similar.

We will therefore concentrate on the quantities that are more useful in the large

K phases; first, the static plaquette structure factor

Sp(qx, qy) =
1

N

!

a,b

ei(ra!rb)·q!PaPb", (5.7)

where Pa is the plaquette operator with the plaquette subscript a # ijkl (defined

in Fig. 3.1), ra is the lattice coordinate of the plaquette, and q = (qx, qy) is the

wavevector. The bond structure factor is defined in the same way, with Pijkl

replaced by Bij , however correlations can be calculated between bonds in the

same lattice direction in that case. The equal time correlation function !PaPb"
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continuous Néel (superfluid)-VBS quantum phase transition

fractionalized excitations (spinons)

emergent global U(1) symmetry

dynamical scaling exponent              

anomalous dimension                        (“large”)

z = 1

! > 0.038

deconfined quantum critical point?
senthil, vishwanath, balents, sachdev, fisher, science 303, 1490 (2004)

1476

turns the concept of fundamental on its
head, in that it makes principles of self-or-
ganization the truly important thing, ren-
dering the quantum underpinnings of the
universe, whatever they are, unknowable in
the absence of experiments that reach
shorter scales and irrelevant to behavior we
presently see. Little wonder that physicists
remain bitterly divided over full acceptance
of the vacuum as a phase (8). 

The vacuum as an organizational phe-
nomenon has the disturbing logical impli-
cation that the ancient
dream of commanding the
ultimate power of the uni-
verse just by thinking about
it is a delusion, made so not
by human frailty but by the
very physical processes one
is trying to understand.
Ironically, nature abets this
delusion. It can, and often
does, happen that an exper-
iment improved to reveal an
ultimate cause reveals in-
stead emergent universality
of a nearby phase transition
masquerading as one. This
effect is unfortunately very
likely to be occurring in the
vacuum of space-time, for
unstable renormalizability,
one of its strangest attrib-
utes, is observed in table-
top experiments to emerge
very generally near phase transitions. If it
is indeed the case that the vacuum is char-
acterized by a hierarchical cascade of uni-
versalities, then all of our allegedly funda-
mental knowledge about it is temporary,
and destined to pass away in the future as
experiments improve. 

The research article by Senthil et al. (9)
on page 1490 of this issue is an attempt to
address this problem mathematically. It
deals specifically with a suspicion many of
us have had that quark confinement, one of
the most cherished features of the standard
model, may be a collective effect that
emerges at a phase transition and thus not
fundamental at all. The paper is complicat-
ed, an unfortunate side effect of the diffi-
culty of the task, for it is not generally pos-
sible to deduce emergent phenomena from
first principles. The best one can do is pos-
tulate them and then demonstrate plausibil-
ity by showing that small corrections get
smaller as the measurement scale increas-
es. Such convoluted arguments are ripe
with opportunities for mistakes, regardless
of how careful the authors have been, so
the test of emergent universality that counts
is always experimental. This, in turn, forces
the theory to address not quark confine-
ment itself but an allegory of it one might

hope to test in a table-top experiment. The
logic is maddeningly indirect, but unfortu-
nately the only approach that is legitimate-
ly scientific. 

The central idea of the paper is quite
simple. It was discovered in the 1970s (10)
that an ordinary antiferromagnet in one
spatial dimension condenses at zero tem-
perature into a quantum ground state with
the curious property that its low-lying exci-
tations carry spin 1/2, even though the un-
derlying system of atoms from which it

was built possessed only spin flips, which
carry spin 1. Collective organization in this
system thus caused half-integral spin to
materialize out of nowhere, in the process
defying one of the most basic lessons of
quantum mechanics that the total spin of an
assemblage is never less than the spin of its
parts. In retrospect the lesson was subtly
corrupted by postulating the number of
atoms to be small. It is not true in general.
While there was no doubt that the antifer-
romagnet result was correct, subsequent
failure to find the effect experimentally in
real three-dimensional materials created
the widespread perception that it was a
strange, unimportant mathematical curiosi-
ty unique to one dimension. But why one
dimension should be so different was nev-
er explained. Recent events, notably the ex-
perimental discovery of electric charge
fractionalization in the fractional quantum
Hall effect, a related phenomenon, and our
ongoing frustrations with correlated-
electron materials, have led us to revisit
this question and to wonder if the unique
aspect of one dimension might simply have
been its infamous ability to suppress order-
ing. The higher dimensional analog of the
effect would then be quantum criticality,
something that occurs only if the matter is

delicately balanced at a zero-temperature
phase transition. In other words, perhaps
the missing fractionalization and our poor
understanding of zero-temperature critical-
ity are one and the same. 

The potential relationship to quark con-
finement in the vacuum of space-time is
similarly straightforward. If the objects
with fractional quantum numbers do in-
deed emerge at low energy scales at phase
transitions, then they must disappear utter-
ly the moment the system is perturbed by

even the tiniest amount, since then it be-
comes one phase or the other, neither of
which exhibits fractionalization in its low-
energy spectrum. This can only happen if
there are stupendous attractive forces be-
tween the particles that balance to zero at
the transition but become unbalanced the
moment one moves away. Moreover, these
forces must work at extremely long
length and time scales, since it is only the
lowest energy particles that disappear. At
higher energies, no experiment can tell
whether one is exactly balanced at the
transition or pushed slightly off into the
phase, so the fractional objects must still
be visible there. This very behavior—in-
tegrity at high energy scales but powerful
binding leading to loss of identity at low
ones—is exhibited by quarks and is codi-
fied as the principle of asymptotic free-
dom (5). Senthil et al.’s frequent use of the
term “confinement” to describe their ef-
fect is tacit acknowledgement of this po-
tential relationship. 

Thus these ideas, if they are confirmed
experimentally, have the potential to over-
turn some of the most deeply held beliefs
in theoretical physics. The situation re-
minds us that scientific knowledge, even at
its most fundamental, is never static, and C
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Fig. 6. Temperature scaling of the uniform magnetic susceptibility (or boson com-
pressibility) in the vicinity of the coupling at which the system exhibits a super-
fluid-VBS transition at T = 0. Quantum-critical scaling, !u ! T 2/z!1, with dynamic
exponent z = 1 (left) and z = 1.15 (right) is tested. These results were obtained us-
ing L = 256 lattices, for which the results are well converged to the thermodynamic
limit.

(corresponding to the compressibility of a boson system);

!u =
J

T

!

"

i

Sz
i

#2

. (7)

In the quantum critical regime fanning out in the coupling-temperature plane,
it should scale as (Chubukov et al., 1994)

!u = a + bT d/z!1, (8)

where b is a constant dependent on the spin-wave velocity and the intercept
a = 0 at the critical coupling. In the gapped phase a < 0 and in the non-
gapped phase a < 0. The early results for !u by Sandvik et al. (2002) were
consistent with z = 1. We now have results with much smaller error bars,
down to lower temperatures. Results for !u versus T/J are shon in the left
panel of Fig. 6. Here we can indeed observe a linear behavior, but although
the intercept when K/J is close to the critical coupling is very small [less than
1% of the T " 0 susceptibility of the pure XY model (Sandvik and Hamer,
1999b)], it is clearly not zero. We can adjust z to attempt a scaling with
intercept a = 0. As shown in the right panel of Fig. 6, this gives z # 1.15, but
the range of T/J over which the scaling works approximately is much smaller
than with z = 1 (left panel).

A possible explanation of the conflicting results for "s and !u is that the
sti!ness is discontinuous at the transition point K = Kc, i.e., that a spin gap
opens at this point. The small value of !u at low T and the good linear

9

Uniform spin susceptibility: !u =
!(

!
i Sz

i )2"
TN

7.91 < (K/J)c < 7.92

L = 256

Chubukov et al. PRB 49, 11919 (1994)!u ! T d/z!1
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guage by

"m2
S# =

1

N2

!

i,j

"Sz
i S

z
j #(!1)xi!xj+yi!yj . (14)

Results for "m2
S# versus 1/L are shown in the right panel of Fig. 11. Here a non-

monotonic size dependence can be noted in the staggered phase. While there
is an asymptotic extrapolation to a finite staggered order, the size dependence
for smaller sizes alone would indicate a much weaker order, or even a critical
behavior.

We o!er the following plausible explanation for the non-monotonic scaling:
For small lattices "m2

S# has relatively large contributions from short-range
correlations, and hence one normally expects a decrease with increasing L as
the contributions from longer-range weaker correlations increases. This is seen
in Fig. 11, for a range of system sizes which depends on the proximity to the
transition point. However, if there are two long-range ordered phases coexisting
at the transition point Kc2/J $ 14.5, there can be quantum fluctuations
(”tunneling”) from the staggered phase into the VBS phase even for K > Kc2,
if the system size is small. These fluctuations are suppressed with increasing L,
and hence, at some L = L"(K/J), the diminishing quantum fluctuations can
lead to a minimum after which "mS# increases. At some still larger L > L%,
the tunneling into the VBS state is completely suppressed and the normally
expected decrease with 1/L again commences. A cross-over behavior at L $ L"

where "mP # drops more rapidly with L can also be seen in the left panel of
Fig. 11. However, there are no corresponding indications of a L" on the VBS
side of the transition. This may indicate that the VBS state for K < Kc2 does
not easily tunnel into the staggered state. This asymmetry in the finite-size
scaling clearly calls for further studies.

15

!m2
P " # L!(z+!) !!P " # L!!

z + ! = 1 ! = !1
! = !0.5

VBS (plaquette) order parameter and susceptibility
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Using large scale quantum Monte Carlo simulations and dual vortex theory, we analyze the ground state
phase diagram of hard-core bosons on the kagome lattice with nearest-neighbor repulsion. In contrast with
the case of a triangular lattice, no supersolid emerges for strong interactions. While a uniform superfluid
prevails at half filling, two novel solid phases emerge at densities ! ! 1=3 and ! ! 2=3. These solids
exhibit an only partial ordering of the bosonic density, allowing for local resonances on a subset of
hexagons of the kagome lattice. We provide evidence for a weakly first-order phase transition at the
quantum melting point between these solid phases and the superfluid.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.147202 PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 05.30.Jp, 67.90.+z, 75.40.Mg

Current interest in microscopic models of frustrated
quantum systems stems largely from the search for exotic
quantum phases and spin liquid states. In general, geomet-
ric frustration tends to destabilize quasiclassical order,
possibly allowing for nontrivial quantum states and novel
critical phenomena to emerge in such systems. One intri-
guing approach addresses classically frustrated (Ising)
models perturbed by quantum (off-diagonal) interactions
[1]. The behavior of classically disordered, degenerate
ground state manifolds upon application of a U(1) sym-
metric perturbation (e.g., ferromagnetic exchange) is of
special interest, as experimental advances in the construc-
tion and control of atomic gases in optical lattices have
opened up the possibility of designing such Hamiltonians
for ultracold bosons. In particular, it has recently been
shown how an optical kagome lattice can be constructed
using a triple laser beam design [2], which could permit
access to parameter regions of interest in the search for
exotic quantum phenomena.

In this Letter, we consider a model of bosons on the
kagome lattice in the strongly interacting regime, corre-
sponding to the hard-core limit of the Bose-Hubbard
Hamiltonian discussed in Ref. [2],

 Hb ! "t
X

hi;ji
#byi bj $ H:c:% $ V

X

hi;ji
ninj ""

X
i
ni; (1)

where byi (bi) creates (destroys) a particle on site i, t > 0
denotes the nearest-neighbor hopping, V > 0 is the
nearest-neighbor repulsion, and " is the chemical poten-
tial. This model can also be mapped onto the spin-1=2 XXZ
model [3], allowing for an interpretation of our results in
terms of both bosons and quantum spins. We report results
on the ground state phase diagram obtained from a com-
bined analysis of large scale quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
simulations using the stochastic series expansion technique
[4,5] and phenomenological dual vortex theory (DVT)
[6,7]. We find that, in contrast to previous theoretical

expectations, a uniform superfluid persists at half filling
for all values of V=t. In addition, for fillings ! ! 1=3 and
2=3, we find evidence for valence-bond solid (VBS) phases
where bosons are delocalized around a subset of hexagons
(see Fig. 1). We find that the quantum melting of both VBS
phases into the superfluid occurs at weakly first-order
quantum phase transitions.

Past work on the ground state phase diagram of this
model has been controversial and intriguing: Spin-wave
calculations suggest that a supersolid state may emerge
around half filling (! ! 1=2) at " ! 2V for t=V < 0:5 [8].
However, these results are not conclusive, since strong
quantum fluctuations may destroy the long-range order
assumed within mean-field theory [8]. More recently, con-
sideration of the large classical degeneracy [9] at t ! 0 has
led to the proposal of several exotic Mott-insulating states
(e.g., VBSs or disordered quantum liquids) at half filling
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FIG. 1 (color online). Ground state phase diagram of hard-core
bosons on the kagome lattice (inset). The primitive vectors a1
and a2 are constrained on a (periodic) torus spanned by L1 !
n1 & a1 and L2 ! n2 & a2 (where a1 ! a2 ! 2). The circles
illustrate the subset of hexagons with a resonating boson occu-
pation of three bosons per hexagon in the ! ! 2=3 solid. The
remaining bosons localize to form a solid backbone on the sites
that do not belong to any of these hexagons.
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Even though the FSS analysis appears to be consistent
with a continuous quantum critical point in most respects, a
negative value of ! is unusual, and one may be inclined to
interpret this as an indication of very weak first-order
behavior. We explore this possibility in further detail by
studying histograms of physical quantities in the transition
region. In Fig. 7, one can see double-peaked structures
developing in histograms of the kinetic energy over the
melting transition for sufficiently large system sizes. We
believe that this additional observation provides cogent
evidence for scenario (i); i.e., the melting transition studied
here is indeed very weakly first-order.

In conclusion, we have studied hard-core bosons on the
kagome lattice with nearest-neighbor repulsion. At half
filling, the model remains in a uniform superfluid phase
for all values of V=t, and no supersolid emerges. For the
solid phases at filling fractions 1=3 and 2=3, we find
evidence for an exotic insulator with partially delocalized
bosons occurring on a six-site hexagonal structure on the
kagome lattice. Although the superfluid-solid melting tran-
sition appears naively to have the scaling properties of an
unusual continuous quantum critical point, we find clear
indication of weak first-order behavior from double-
peaked histograms of the kinetic energy. The apparent
weakness of this transition is in stark contrast to examples
of strong first-order quantum melting transitions in related
models [13]. An understanding of this contrasting behavior
may have critical importance in the search for unconven-
tional quantum criticality in this class of models and
clearly deserves further study in the future.
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sizes, "=V # 11=12, t=V # 1=7:796, and T # t=60. As the
system size increases, the double-peaked features become
more pronounced.
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Using ground-state projector quantum Monte Carlo simulations in the valence-bond basis, it is
demonstrated that nonfrustrating four-spin interactions can destroy the Néel order of the two-dimensional
S ! 1=2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet and drive it into a valence-bond solid (VBS) phase. Results for spin
and dimer correlations are consistent with a single continuous transition, and all data exhibit finite-size
scaling with a single set of exponents, z ! 1, ! ! 0:78" 0:03, and " ! 0:26" 0:03. The unusually large
" and an emergent U#1$ symmetry, detected using VBS order parameter histograms, provide strong
evidence for a deconfined quantum critical point.
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Since the discovery in 1986 of high-Tc superconductiv-
ity in layered cuprates, quantum phase transitions in two-
dimensional (2D) antiferromagnets have formed a central
topic in condensed matter physics [1,2]. While supercon-
ductivity is induced in the CuO2 planes of the cuprates by
doping with charge carriers, other mechanisms for destroy-
ing the Néel order and stabilizing different ground states
have also been intensely investigated theoretically. Con-
siderable effort has been devoted to possible spin liquid
(‘‘RVB’’ [3] ) and valence-bond solid (VBS) states driven
by magnetic frustration [4–6]. This work has been par-
tially motivated by the hope that an understanding of
generic features of quantum phase transitions in 2D anti-
ferromagnets could shed light also on the mechanisms at
work in the cuprates [7]. Quantum fluctuation driven phase
transitions are also of broader relevance in the context of
strongly correlated systems [8].

A quantum phase transition occurs as a function of some
parameter at temperature T ! 0 and corresponds to a T >
0 transition in an effective classical system with an
imaginary-time dimension—the path integral [9]. The
standard Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson framework for critical
phenomena should thus be applicable, with the dimension-
ality d ! d% z, where the dynamic exponent z depends on
the way space and time correlations are related. In the
paradigm prevailing until recently, the ‘‘Landau rules’’
for the nature of the transition—continuous or first or-
der—were also assumed to remain valid for quantum
phase transitions. A direct transition between two ordered
phases should thus be generically first order if two different
symmetries are broken. This notion has recently been
challenged by Senthil et al., who argued that quantum
phase transitions separating two ordered phases can be
generically continuous, even when different symmetries
are broken [10]. This theory of ‘‘deconfined’’ quantum
critical points was first developed for the transition be-
tween an antiferromagnetic (AF) and a VBS state. Both
these states have confined S ! 1 excitations—gapless
magnons and gapped ‘‘triplons’’, respectively. The critical

point is characterized by deconfined S ! 1=2 spinons
coupled to an emergent U#1$ gauge field [10]. In 2D the
deconfined state is unstable and exists only at a point
separating the two ordered phases. The AF and VBS order
parameters arise as a consequence of spinon confinement.
In this Letter, quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) results are
presented which support this theory.

Preceding the theory of deconfined quantum critical
points, continuous transitions between two ordered
quantum states had been suggested based on numerical
simulations [11,12]. However, in more detailed studies
following the theoretical developments it has proved diffi-
cult to confirm their existence. Instead, many studies have
pointed to weakly first-order AF-VBS transitions [13–17]
or other scenarios inconsistent with deconfined quantum
criticality [18]. To date, large-scale QMC studies of poten-
tial deconfined quantum critical points have focused on
spin (or hard-core bosonic) models with spin-anisotropic
interactions [13–16]. Frustrated SU#2$ (Heisenberg) sym-
metric interactions, which cannot be studied using QMC
simulations due to the infamous ‘‘sign problem’’, have
been considered in exact diagonalization studies [19].
Because of the limitations to very small lattices, it has
not been possible to study phase transitions in detail,
however. In fact, not even the nature of the VBS state has
been completely settled in basic models such as the J1-J2
frustrated Heisenberg model [20].

Here it will be shown that the AF order of the square-
lattice Heisenberg model can be destroyed also by non-
frustrated isotropic interactions accessible to QMC simu-
lations. The following Hamiltonian will be discussed:

 H ! J
X

hiji
Si & Sj 'Q

X

hijkli
#Si & Sj ' 1

4$#Sk & Sl ' 1
4$; (1)

where hiji denotes nearest-neighbor sites and hijkli refers
to the corners of a plaquette, such that ij and kl form two
parallel adjacent horizontal or vertical links. This interac-
tion contains a subset of the four-site ring exchange, and
with Q> 0 there is no QMC sign problem. Note that the
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i j

kl

is applied once more. For a bipartite system, s ! qij ! 1
and, thus, E0 ! " 1

2

P
ijJijhnij # 1i.

An expectation value hAi ! h0jAj0i=h0j0i of an arbitrary
operator can be written in terms of two projected states,
obtained from the same trial state jS0i propagated with two
different operator strings Pn and Qn;

hAi !
P

Pn

P
Qn

W$Pn%W$Qn%hS$Qn%jAjS$Pn%iP
Pn

P
Qn

W$Pn%W$Qn%hS$Qn%jS$Pn%i
: (10)

The weight function to be used in importance sampling is
thus W$Pn%W$Qn%hS$Qn%jS$Pn%i, and the operator estima-
tor is hS$Qn%jAjS$Pn%i=hS$Qn%jS$Pn%i.

For a bipartite system, the overlap of two VB states is
determined by the loops formed when the bonds are super-
imposed [22], as illustrated in Fig. 3 (with frustration, a
sign has to be determined as well). Matrix elements
hS!jSi & SjjS"i are also easily obtained from these loops;
hS!jSi & SjjS"i=hS!jS"i ! '3=4 if sites i and j belong to
the same loop (# and " for i; j on the same and different
sublattices, respectively, in the case of a bipartite lattice),
and 0 otherwise.

A remarkable aspect of the VB basis is that Eqs. (8) and
(10) can be efficiently sampled in an almost trivial way, in
steps where a few (r) of the operators in the product Pn are
changed at random. Naively, one might expect that the
acceptance rate should become very low for large expan-
sion order n, but this turns out not to be the case. With r !
4, the acceptance rate in the case of the 2D Heisenberg
model is ( 40%, almost independently of n and the lattice
size. The new weight can be computed by performing the
full propagation of the state jS0i with the updated prod-
uct(s) in (7) [and calculating the new overlap in the case of
(10)]. Recalculating the full weight, instead of just a ratio,
may seem like an inefficient proposition. However, if n has
to be increased with the system size as N! in order to
converge to the ground state, N2! operations [N1#! if
!< 1 in the case of (10)] are needed to update the full
operator sequence (attempting n=r updates of r operators is
defined as one sweep; several measurements are carried out
during each sweep). In T ! 0 calculations with finite-T
methods [5,6], the scaling is N1#!0

if T / N"!0
. Hence, if

!;!0 ( 1 the scaling is very similar. The gap to the lowest
singlet excitation dictates !, and, hence, in many cases
!< 1 suffices. An even faster sampling could likely be

achieved by using a linked operator list [6]; such an im-
provement will be left for future work.

In order to study a triplet state, consider a triplet bond;
)a; b*0 ! $"a#b # #a"b%=

!!!
2

p
. The eigenvalue of Hab operat-

ing on )a; b*0 is 0. If Hbc is applied to )a; b*0$c; d%, the
reconfiguration of the bonds is exactly as in (6); the new
state is )a; d*0$c; b%=2. Hence, if there is no diagonal
operation on the triplet, the triplet bond (if there is only
one) behaves exactly as a singlet, and the only change in
the scheme is in the operator estimators. This enables an
improved estimator for, e.g., the singlet-triplet gap:
Carrying out the simulation with only singlets, one of the
bonds can be flagged as a triplet at the measurement stage.
The E1 estimator can be averaged over all N=2 initial
triplet choices, with contributions coming only from sur-
viving configurations, i.e., those for which there are no
diagonal operations on the triplet (the survival ratio de-
pends on n). This does not change the scaling N2! of the
simulation and can vastly improve the estimate of the gap
compared to E1 " E0 obtained from two independent
simulations (the improvement is due largely to partial
cancellation of correlated statistical errors in E0 and E1).
For example, for the 2D Heisenberg model with N ! 64+
64, a projection with n ! 15N and 106 updating sweeps
gave E0=N ! 0:669 449$2% and the finite-size gap E1 "
E0 ! 0:0041$2%, corresponding to an accuracy gain of
60 times for the gap, or a CPU-time reduction of 7000.
The energy agrees with that obtained using the SSE
method [6]; E0=N ! 0:669 450$1%, confirming the un-
biased nature of both calculations.

It is important to verify that the method works for
frustrated interactions as well, although the basic formula-
tion discussed here [19] is not likely to be practically useful
for large frustrated lattices. The method should, however,
be applicable to models with local sign problems, e.g.,
lattices with frustrated impurities. Checks against exact
diagonalization results confirm that the scheme indeed
works. For a 4+ 4 system with nearest- and next-nearest-
neighbor interactions J1 and J2, at J2=J1 ! 0:1 a ground
state energy E0=N ! 0:659 86$4% was obtained using
n ! 3N and jS0i a columnar dimer state (5+ 109 updating
sweeps), which matches well the exact E0=N ! 0:659 817.
The average sign in this case is hsi ( 0:074.

As an application of the method, the VB length distri-
bution in the ground state of the 2D Heisenberg model is
presented next. Liang, Doucot, and Anderson [10] studied
variational wave functions with VB state amplitudes fk !Q

ih$aki ; bki % in Eq. (1). For h / 1=rp, where r is the bond
length, they concluded that there is long-range Néel order
for p < 5. The best variational energy was obtained with
p ! 4, but the dependence on p for 2 , p , 5 was quite
weak. The bond amplitude h$x; y% does not correspond
exactly to the probability P$x; y% / P

kfknkxy [where nkxy
is the number of length-$x; y% bonds in VB state k], but
simulations of the type used in Ref. [10] confirm that, if

| S! > | S" > <S!|S" >

FIG. 3 (color online). Two VB states in two dimensions and
their overlap in terms of loops formed by superimposing the two
bond configurations. In this case, there are Nv ! 8 valence
bonds and Nl ! 3 loops, and hS!jS"i ! 2Nl"Nv ! 1=32 [22].
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Valence Bond Basis
Sandvik

T=0 projector QMC up to L=32purpose here is not to model any specific material, but
simply to construct a model system in which an AF-VBS
transition can be investigated. It will be shown below that
the ground state of the J-Q model has AF order for J=Q *
0:04 and VBS order for J=Q & 0:04.

To study the ground state of the Hamiltonian (1), an
approximation-free projector technique in the valence-
bond basis [21] is employed which is ideally suited for
multispin interactions formed out of singlet projection
operators !Si " Sj # 1

4$. Here L% L lattices with L up to
32 are considered. Larger systems may be reachable using
loop algorithms in the standard Sz basis, which have been
used for U!1$ models with four-site interactions [22,23].
The valence-bond basis has its advantages, however, in-
cluding an improved estimator for the singlet-triplet gap.

Results will be presented for spin-spin (s) and dimer-
dimer (d) correlation functions,

 Cs!r$ & hS!0$ " S!r$i; (2)

 Cd!r$ & h'S!0$ " S!x̂$('S!r$ " S!r) x̂$(i; (3)

where x̂ denotes a lattice unit vector in the x direction. The
AF order parameter is the staggered magnetization, the
square of which is calculated

 M2 & 1

N

X
r
Cs!r$!#1$rx)ry : (4)

The VBS state can have either columnar or plaquette order,
both of which break Z4 symmetry. An important aspect of
the theory is that these order parameters should both ex-
hibit divergent fluctuations at the deconfined critical point.
Only at some length-scale diverging as a power of the
correlation length should one of them be singled out
[10]. This is analogous to the irrelevance of Z4 anisotropy
in the 3D XY model [24] and corresponds directly to the
predicted emergent U!1$ symmetry. The q & !!; 0$ dimer
order parameter,

 D2 & 1

N

X
r
Cd!r$!#1$rx ; (5)

is divergent for both columnar and plaquette VBS order
and will be studied here.

Extrapolations of the AF and VBS order parameters,
shown in Fig. 1, demonstrate that there is long-range
VBS order but no AF order at maximal four-spin interac-
tion, J=Q & 0 (note that there are still two-site interactions
present when J & 0; simulations for J < 0 are sign prob-
lematic). Also shown are results at J=Q & 0:1, where the
situation is the reverse; there is AF order but the VBS order
vanishes. Thus there is an AF-VBS transition somewhere
in the range 0< J=Q< 0:1, or there could be a region of
AF-VBS coexistence (which would be analogous to a
supersolid state). The nature of the VBS order—columnar
or plaquette—is not clear from these calculations.
However, simulations of open-boundary rectangular latti-
ces, in which a unique columnar or plaquette pattern can be
stabilized [12], indicate that columnar order is preferred.

The extrapolated VBS correlation at J=Q & 0 is D2 *
0:0024.

The deconfined theory has dynamic exponent z & 1
[10]. This exponent can be directly accessed through the
finite-size scaling of the singlet-triplet gap; !+ L#z. To
demonstrate consistency with z & 1, the scaling of L! is
shown in Fig. 2 for J=Q & 0 and 0.1, as well as for J=Q &
0:04 which will be shown below to be close to criticality.
Here L! extrapolates to a nonzero value, supporting z & 1,
and at J=Q & 0 and 0.1 the behaviors are what would be
expected off criticality. The inset of Fig. 2 shows an
infinite-size extrapolation of the gap at J=Q & 0, giving
!=Q * 0:07.

Correlation lengths "s and "d for spins and dimers are
defined in the standard way as the square roots of the
second moments of the correlation functions (2) and (3).
Also useful is the Binder cumulant, defined for the spin as
qs & hM4i=hM2i2. Finite-size scaling of these quantities is
used to extract the critical coupling and the correlation
length exponent #. To achieve good data collapse, a sub-
leading correction is also included. With g & J=Q, the
scaling ansatz is

 A!g; L$ & L$!1) aL#!$f'!g# gc$L1=#(; (6)

where A & "s, "d, or qs, and $ & 1 for "s, "d and 0 for qs.
As seen in Fig. 3, these quantities can be scaled using gc &
0:040, 0:003 and a common # & 0:78, 0:03. In all
cases, the subleading exponent ! * 2, and the scaling is
nearly as good if ! & 2 is fixed throughout. Interestingly,
the best prefactor a is then almost equal for "s and "d, a *
8, but this may be coincidental.

Next, the correlation functions Cs;d!r$ at the longest
lattice distance, r & !L=2; L=2$, are analyzed to extract
the correlation function exponent %. The expected scaling
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FIG. 1 (color online). Finite-size scaling of the squared spin
(M) and dimer (D) order parameters at J=Q & 0 and 0.1. The
curves are cubic fits. Statistical errors are much smaller than the
symbols.
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The theory of second-order phase transitions is one of the foundations of
modern statistical mechanics and condensed-matter theory. A central concept
is the observable order parameter, whose nonzero average value characterizes
one or more phases. At large distances and long times, fluctuations of the order
parameter(s) are described by a continuumfield theory, and these dominate the
physics near such phase transitions. We show that near second-order quantum
phase transitions, subtle quantum interference effects can invalidate this par-
adigm, and we present a theory of quantum critical points in a variety of
experimentally relevant two-dimensional antiferromagnets. The critical points
separate phases characterized by conventional “confining” order parameters.
Nevertheless, the critical theory contains an emergent gauge field and “de-
confined” degrees of freedom associated with fractionalization of the order
parameters. We propose that this paradigm for quantum criticality may be the
key to resolving a number of experimental puzzles in correlated electron sys-
tems and offer a new perspective on the properties of complex materials.

Much recent research in condensed-matter
physics has focused on the behavior of matter
near zero-temperature “quantum” phase tran-
sitions that are seen in several strongly cor-
related many-particle systems (1). Indeed, a
popular view ascribes many properties of cor-
related materials to the competition between
qualitatively distinct ground states and the
associated phase transitions. Examples of
such materials include the cuprate high-
temperature superconductors and the rare
earth intermetallic compounds (known as the
heavy fermion materials).

The traditional guiding principle behind
the modern theory of critical phenomena is
the association of the critical singularities
with fluctuations of an order parameter that
encapsulates the difference between the
two phases on either side of the critical
point (a simple example is the average
magnetic moment, which distinguishes
ferromagnetic iron at room temperature
from its high-temperature paramagnetic
state). This idea, developed by Landau and
Ginzburg (2), has been eminently success-
ful in describing a wide variety of phase-
transition phenomena. It culminated in the

sophisticated renormalization group theory
of Wilson (3), which gave a general pre-
scription for understanding the critical sin-
gularities. Such an approach has been
adapted to examine quantum critical phe-
nomena as well and provides the generally
accepted framework for theoretical descrip-
tions of quantum transitions.

We present specific examples of quantum
phase transitions that do not fit into this
Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW) paradigm
(4). The natural field theoretic description of
their critical singularities is not in terms of the
order parameter field(s) that describe the bulk
phases, but in terms of new degrees of freedom
specific to the critical point. In our examples,
there is an emergent gauge field that mediates
interactions between emergent particles that
carry fractions of the quantum numbers of the
underlying degrees of freedom. These fraction-
al particles are not present (that is, are confined)
at low energies on either side of the transition
but appear naturally at the transition point.
Laughlin has previously argued for fractional-
ization at quantum critical points on phenome-
nological grounds (5).

We present our examples using phase tran-
sitions in two-dimensional (2D) quantum mag-
netism, although other points of view are also
possible (6). Consider a system of spin S ! 1/2
moments !Sr on the sites, r, of a 2D square
lattice with the Hamiltonian

H ! J!
"rr#$

!Sr ! !Sr# % . . . (1)

where J & 0 is the antiferromagnetic ex-

change interaction, and the ellipses represent
other short-range interactions that may be
tuned to drive various zero-temperature
phase transitions.

Considerable progress has been made in
elucidating the possible ground states of such
a Hamiltonian. The Néel state has long-range
magnetic order (Fig. 1A) and has been ob-
served in a variety of insulators, including the
prominent parent compound of the cuprates:
La2CuO4. Apart from such magnetic states, it
is now recognized that models in the class of
H can exhibit a variety of quantum paramag-
netic ground states. In such states, quantum
fluctuations prevent the spins from develop-
ing magnetic long-range order. One class of
paramagnetic states is the valence bond solids
(VBS) (Fig. 1B). In such states, pairs of
nearby spins form a singlet, resulting in an
ordered pattern of valence bonds. Typically,
such VBS states have an energy gap to spin-
carrying excitations. Furthermore, for spin-
1/2 systems on a square lattice, such states
also necessarily break lattice translational
symmetry. A second class of paramagnets
has a liquid of valence bonds and need not
break lattice translational symmetry, but we
will not consider such states here. Our focus
is on the nature of the phase transition be-
tween the ordered magnet and a VBS. We
also restrict our discussion to the simplest
kinds of ordered antiferromagnets: those with
collinear order, where the order parameter is
a single vector (the Néel vector).

1Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of
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ment of Physics, University of California, Santa Bar-
bara, CA 93106–4030, USA. 3Department of Physics,
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06520–8120, USA. 4Kavli Institute for Theoretical
Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA
93106–4030, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-
mail: senthil@mit.edu

Fig. 1. (A) The magnetic Néel ground state of
the Hamiltonian Eq. 1 on the square lattice. The
spins, !Sr, fluctuate quantum-mechanically in
the ground state, but they have a nonzero
average magnetic moment, which is oriented
along the directions shown. (B) A VBS quantum
paramagnet. The spins are paired in singlet
valence bonds, which resonate among the
many different ways the spins can be paired up.
The valence bonds crystallize, so that the pat-
tern of bonds shown has a larger weight in the
ground state wavefunction than its symmetry-
related partners (obtained by 90° rotations of
the above states about a site). This ground
state is therefore fourfold degenerate.
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The theory of second-order phase transitions is one of the foundations of
modern statistical mechanics and condensed-matter theory. A central concept
is the observable order parameter, whose nonzero average value characterizes
one or more phases. At large distances and long times, fluctuations of the order
parameter(s) are described by a continuumfield theory, and these dominate the
physics near such phase transitions. We show that near second-order quantum
phase transitions, subtle quantum interference effects can invalidate this par-
adigm, and we present a theory of quantum critical points in a variety of
experimentally relevant two-dimensional antiferromagnets. The critical points
separate phases characterized by conventional “confining” order parameters.
Nevertheless, the critical theory contains an emergent gauge field and “de-
confined” degrees of freedom associated with fractionalization of the order
parameters. We propose that this paradigm for quantum criticality may be the
key to resolving a number of experimental puzzles in correlated electron sys-
tems and offer a new perspective on the properties of complex materials.

Much recent research in condensed-matter
physics has focused on the behavior of matter
near zero-temperature “quantum” phase tran-
sitions that are seen in several strongly cor-
related many-particle systems (1). Indeed, a
popular view ascribes many properties of cor-
related materials to the competition between
qualitatively distinct ground states and the
associated phase transitions. Examples of
such materials include the cuprate high-
temperature superconductors and the rare
earth intermetallic compounds (known as the
heavy fermion materials).

The traditional guiding principle behind
the modern theory of critical phenomena is
the association of the critical singularities
with fluctuations of an order parameter that
encapsulates the difference between the
two phases on either side of the critical
point (a simple example is the average
magnetic moment, which distinguishes
ferromagnetic iron at room temperature
from its high-temperature paramagnetic
state). This idea, developed by Landau and
Ginzburg (2), has been eminently success-
ful in describing a wide variety of phase-
transition phenomena. It culminated in the

sophisticated renormalization group theory
of Wilson (3), which gave a general pre-
scription for understanding the critical sin-
gularities. Such an approach has been
adapted to examine quantum critical phe-
nomena as well and provides the generally
accepted framework for theoretical descrip-
tions of quantum transitions.

We present specific examples of quantum
phase transitions that do not fit into this
Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW) paradigm
(4). The natural field theoretic description of
their critical singularities is not in terms of the
order parameter field(s) that describe the bulk
phases, but in terms of new degrees of freedom
specific to the critical point. In our examples,
there is an emergent gauge field that mediates
interactions between emergent particles that
carry fractions of the quantum numbers of the
underlying degrees of freedom. These fraction-
al particles are not present (that is, are confined)
at low energies on either side of the transition
but appear naturally at the transition point.
Laughlin has previously argued for fractional-
ization at quantum critical points on phenome-
nological grounds (5).

We present our examples using phase tran-
sitions in two-dimensional (2D) quantum mag-
netism, although other points of view are also
possible (6). Consider a system of spin S ! 1/2
moments !Sr on the sites, r, of a 2D square
lattice with the Hamiltonian

H ! J!
"rr#$

!Sr ! !Sr# % . . . (1)

where J & 0 is the antiferromagnetic ex-

change interaction, and the ellipses represent
other short-range interactions that may be
tuned to drive various zero-temperature
phase transitions.

Considerable progress has been made in
elucidating the possible ground states of such
a Hamiltonian. The Néel state has long-range
magnetic order (Fig. 1A) and has been ob-
served in a variety of insulators, including the
prominent parent compound of the cuprates:
La2CuO4. Apart from such magnetic states, it
is now recognized that models in the class of
H can exhibit a variety of quantum paramag-
netic ground states. In such states, quantum
fluctuations prevent the spins from develop-
ing magnetic long-range order. One class of
paramagnetic states is the valence bond solids
(VBS) (Fig. 1B). In such states, pairs of
nearby spins form a singlet, resulting in an
ordered pattern of valence bonds. Typically,
such VBS states have an energy gap to spin-
carrying excitations. Furthermore, for spin-
1/2 systems on a square lattice, such states
also necessarily break lattice translational
symmetry. A second class of paramagnets
has a liquid of valence bonds and need not
break lattice translational symmetry, but we
will not consider such states here. Our focus
is on the nature of the phase transition be-
tween the ordered magnet and a VBS. We
also restrict our discussion to the simplest
kinds of ordered antiferromagnets: those with
collinear order, where the order parameter is
a single vector (the Néel vector).
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Fig. 1. (A) The magnetic Néel ground state of
the Hamiltonian Eq. 1 on the square lattice. The
spins, !Sr, fluctuate quantum-mechanically in
the ground state, but they have a nonzero
average magnetic moment, which is oriented
along the directions shown. (B) A VBS quantum
paramagnet. The spins are paired in singlet
valence bonds, which resonate among the
many different ways the spins can be paired up.
The valence bonds crystallize, so that the pat-
tern of bonds shown has a larger weight in the
ground state wavefunction than its symmetry-
related partners (obtained by 90° rotations of
the above states about a site). This ground
state is therefore fourfold degenerate.
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Using ground-state projector quantum Monte Carlo simulations in the valence-bond basis, it is
demonstrated that nonfrustrating four-spin interactions can destroy the Néel order of the two-dimensional
S ! 1=2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet and drive it into a valence-bond solid (VBS) phase. Results for spin
and dimer correlations are consistent with a single continuous transition, and all data exhibit finite-size
scaling with a single set of exponents, z ! 1, ! ! 0:78" 0:03, and " ! 0:26" 0:03. The unusually large
" and an emergent U#1$ symmetry, detected using VBS order parameter histograms, provide strong
evidence for a deconfined quantum critical point.
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Since the discovery in 1986 of high-Tc superconductiv-
ity in layered cuprates, quantum phase transitions in two-
dimensional (2D) antiferromagnets have formed a central
topic in condensed matter physics [1,2]. While supercon-
ductivity is induced in the CuO2 planes of the cuprates by
doping with charge carriers, other mechanisms for destroy-
ing the Néel order and stabilizing different ground states
have also been intensely investigated theoretically. Con-
siderable effort has been devoted to possible spin liquid
(‘‘RVB’’ [3] ) and valence-bond solid (VBS) states driven
by magnetic frustration [4–6]. This work has been par-
tially motivated by the hope that an understanding of
generic features of quantum phase transitions in 2D anti-
ferromagnets could shed light also on the mechanisms at
work in the cuprates [7]. Quantum fluctuation driven phase
transitions are also of broader relevance in the context of
strongly correlated systems [8].

A quantum phase transition occurs as a function of some
parameter at temperature T ! 0 and corresponds to a T >
0 transition in an effective classical system with an
imaginary-time dimension—the path integral [9]. The
standard Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson framework for critical
phenomena should thus be applicable, with the dimension-
ality d ! d% z, where the dynamic exponent z depends on
the way space and time correlations are related. In the
paradigm prevailing until recently, the ‘‘Landau rules’’
for the nature of the transition—continuous or first or-
der—were also assumed to remain valid for quantum
phase transitions. A direct transition between two ordered
phases should thus be generically first order if two different
symmetries are broken. This notion has recently been
challenged by Senthil et al., who argued that quantum
phase transitions separating two ordered phases can be
generically continuous, even when different symmetries
are broken [10]. This theory of ‘‘deconfined’’ quantum
critical points was first developed for the transition be-
tween an antiferromagnetic (AF) and a VBS state. Both
these states have confined S ! 1 excitations—gapless
magnons and gapped ‘‘triplons’’, respectively. The critical

point is characterized by deconfined S ! 1=2 spinons
coupled to an emergent U#1$ gauge field [10]. In 2D the
deconfined state is unstable and exists only at a point
separating the two ordered phases. The AF and VBS order
parameters arise as a consequence of spinon confinement.
In this Letter, quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) results are
presented which support this theory.

Preceding the theory of deconfined quantum critical
points, continuous transitions between two ordered
quantum states had been suggested based on numerical
simulations [11,12]. However, in more detailed studies
following the theoretical developments it has proved diffi-
cult to confirm their existence. Instead, many studies have
pointed to weakly first-order AF-VBS transitions [13–17]
or other scenarios inconsistent with deconfined quantum
criticality [18]. To date, large-scale QMC studies of poten-
tial deconfined quantum critical points have focused on
spin (or hard-core bosonic) models with spin-anisotropic
interactions [13–16]. Frustrated SU#2$ (Heisenberg) sym-
metric interactions, which cannot be studied using QMC
simulations due to the infamous ‘‘sign problem’’, have
been considered in exact diagonalization studies [19].
Because of the limitations to very small lattices, it has
not been possible to study phase transitions in detail,
however. In fact, not even the nature of the VBS state has
been completely settled in basic models such as the J1-J2
frustrated Heisenberg model [20].

Here it will be shown that the AF order of the square-
lattice Heisenberg model can be destroyed also by non-
frustrated isotropic interactions accessible to QMC simu-
lations. The following Hamiltonian will be discussed:

 H ! J
X

hiji
Si & Sj 'Q

X

hijkli
#Si & Sj ' 1

4$#Sk & Sl ' 1
4$; (1)

where hiji denotes nearest-neighbor sites and hijkli refers
to the corners of a plaquette, such that ij and kl form two
parallel adjacent horizontal or vertical links. This interac-
tion contains a subset of the four-site ring exchange, and
with Q> 0 there is no QMC sign problem. Note that the
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following the theoretical developments it has proved diffi-
cult to confirm their existence. Instead, many studies have
pointed to weakly first-order AF-VBS transitions [13–17]
or other scenarios inconsistent with deconfined quantum
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metric interactions, which cannot be studied using QMC
simulations due to the infamous ‘‘sign problem’’, have
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metric interactions, which cannot be studied using QMC
simulations due to the infamous ‘‘sign problem’’, have
been considered in exact diagonalization studies [19].
Because of the limitations to very small lattices, it has
not been possible to study phase transitions in detail,
however. In fact, not even the nature of the VBS state has
been completely settled in basic models such as the J1-J2
frustrated Heisenberg model [20].

Here it will be shown that the AF order of the square-
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frustrated isotropic interactions accessible to QMC simu-
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FIG. 2: (color online) T ! 0 converged Néel (main) and
VBS (inset) order parameters as a function of 1/L. Dashed
lines are quadratic fits that illustrate the finite condensate in
the ordered phases. The solid (red) line is a fit to the form
y = c1x

c2 (illustrated for J/Q = 0.040), where c2 = z + !N

is expected at the critical coupling. In fitting to the nine L
values for each J/Q, we find a minimum in the chi-squared
value (per degree of freedom) of 3.1 for J/Q = 0.040, with
c2 " 1.35(1). For J/Q = 0.038, the chi-squared value is 3.9,
with c2 " 1.37(1). All other J/Q produce much larger chi-
square (greater than 10).

spin sti!ness, !S , and the uniform susceptibility, "u. The
scaling of these observables provides strong evidence for
a continuous z = 1 transition in the JQ model.

Basis and Sign of Matrix Elements: A priori, it is un-
clear that SSE simulations of HJQ are free of the no-
torious sign-problem: a fluctuating sign in the weights
used in the Monte Carlo sampling. In the SSE, find-
ing an orthogonal basis in which all o!-diagonal ma-
trix elements of the Hamiltonian are non-positive solves
the sign-problem. In the Sz basis, this would seem to
preclude even the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg antiferro-
magnet (J > 0 and Q = 0) from being sign-problem-free.
However, a simple unitary transformation (correspond-
ing to a #-rotation about the z-axis on one sub-lattice)
produces a basis in which all o!-diagonal matrix elements
are non-positive. It is easy to see that this trick does not
work with most frustrating interactions, e.g. a next-to-
nearest-neighbor exchange. Remarkably, we find that it
does work for HJQ provided J, Q > 0 (since the dot prod-
ucts in Eq. (1) involve only bipartite bonds), allowing
sign-problem free simulations for this parameter range
(Fig. 1). We note that this non-positivity condition is
also the main ingredient in the proof of the Marshall
sign theorem, allowing us to infer that the ground state
of HJQ for J, Q > 0 on lattices with an even number of
spins must be a spin-singlet. As shown below, this singlet
state changes from Néel at Q ! J to VBS at J ! Q.

Numerical Results: Using the SSE QMC, we studied
various physical observables in the JQ model on finite-
size lattices of linear dimension L (with number of spins
Nspin = L2). Particular attention was paid to the scal-
ing of the spin sti!ness !s = $2E0/$%2 (E0 is the energy
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and % is a twist in the boundary conditions) and the uni-
form spin susceptibility "u = #(

!

i Sz
i )2$/TNspin. In the

Sz basis used here, it is easy to measure the correlation
functions Cz
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correlation function of the Néel order parameter, the VBS
order is indicated by Cz
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tribution from both the standard VBS order parameter
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ing of the spin sti!ness !s = $2E0/$%2 (E0 is the energy
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FIG. 3: (color online) Criticality of the Néel field at J = 0.038:
collapse of the Néel structure factor (SN) and susceptibility
("N) with z = 1 and !N = 0.35, determining the universal
functions XS(x) and X!(x) (up to non-universal scale factors
on the x and y axes). The only fit parameter for both SN and
"N is !N , the anomalous dimension of the Néel field.

and % is a twist in the boundary conditions) and the uni-
form spin susceptibility "u = #(

!

i Sz
i )2$/TNspin. In the

Sz basis used here, it is easy to measure the correlation
functions Cz

N(r, &) = #Sz(r, &)Sz(0, 0)$ and Cz
V(r, &) =

#[Sz(r, &)Sz(r+ x̂, &)][Sz(0, 0)Sz(x̂, 0)]$. While Cz
N is the

correlation function of the Néel order parameter, the VBS
order is indicated by Cz

V, which is the correlation function
of the composite operator Sz(r)Sz(r + x̂), receiving con-
tribution from both the standard VBS order parameter
S(r) · S(r + x̂) as well as the traceless symmetric ten-
sor constructed from Si(r)Sj(r + x̂). Structure factors
for the Néel and VBS phases are constructed from these
correlation functions by Fourier transformation at equal
time, SN,V[q] =

!

r
[exp("iq · r)Cz

N,V(r, & = 0)]/Nspin,
from which the order parameters are defined at the ob-
served ordering wavevectors: m2

N,V = SN,V[qN,V]/Nspin.
Zero-frequency susceptibilities ("N and "V) are con-
structed by integrating over all & and Fourier transform-
ing in space to the ordering vectors, qN,V.

Examination of the full q-dependent structure factors
indicate the presence of sharp ordering wavevectors in
SN[qN = (#, #)] for large J/Q and SV[qV = (#, 0) or
(0, #)] (the latter in the case where the correlator is mea-
sured with ŷ) for large Q/J [8], confirming the Néel and
VBS phases observed in Ref. [6]. As shown in Fig. 2, T %
0 converged data scales convincingly to a non-zero value
for m2

N at J/Q = 0.1 and for m2
V at J/Q = 0.01. The

critical coupling appears to occur between Jc & 0.038
and 0.040 (we set Q = 1 fixed throughout), such that
as Jc is approached from above (below) the extrapo-
lated Néel (VBS) order parameter is suppressed. Very
near Jc, both order parameters vanish within our er-
ror bars, while a power law with no y-intercept fits the
Néel data with high accuracy. More specifically, at Jc,

y = c1x
c2 c2 = z + !N

m2
N ! L!(d+z!2+!)

finite size scaling:                             
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Fig. 6. Temperature scaling of the uniform magnetic susceptibility (or boson com-
pressibility) in the vicinity of the coupling at which the system exhibits a super-
fluid-VBS transition at T = 0. Quantum-critical scaling, !u ! T 2/z!1, with dynamic
exponent z = 1 (left) and z = 1.15 (right) is tested. These results were obtained us-
ing L = 256 lattices, for which the results are well converged to the thermodynamic
limit.

(corresponding to the compressibility of a boson system);

!u =
J

T

!

"

i

Sz
i

#2

. (7)

In the quantum critical regime fanning out in the coupling-temperature plane,
it should scale as (Chubukov et al., 1994)

!u = a + bT d/z!1, (8)

where b is a constant dependent on the spin-wave velocity and the intercept
a = 0 at the critical coupling. In the gapped phase a < 0 and in the non-
gapped phase a < 0. The early results for !u by Sandvik et al. (2002) were
consistent with z = 1. We now have results with much smaller error bars,
down to lower temperatures. Results for !u versus T/J are shon in the left
panel of Fig. 6. Here we can indeed observe a linear behavior, but although
the intercept when K/J is close to the critical coupling is very small [less than
1% of the T " 0 susceptibility of the pure XY model (Sandvik and Hamer,
1999b)], it is clearly not zero. We can adjust z to attempt a scaling with
intercept a = 0. As shown in the right panel of Fig. 6, this gives z # 1.15, but
the range of T/J over which the scaling works approximately is much smaller
than with z = 1 (left panel).

A possible explanation of the conflicting results for "s and !u is that the
sti!ness is discontinuous at the transition point K = Kc, i.e., that a spin gap
opens at this point. The small value of !u at low T and the good linear

9

J-K model
L = 256

3

scaling arguments require SN ! L1!!N XS(LzT/c) and
!N ! L2!!N X"(LzT/c), with "N the anomalous dimen-
sion of the Néel field. In Fig. 3, we verify this scaling
behavior and determine the universal functions XS and
X". Our estimate of "N " 0.35(3) is larger than the re-
sult of "N " 0.26(3) from Ref. [6], although estimating
error bars in such cases, particularly with the inclusion of
unknown subleading corrections, is notoriously di!cult.
A reexamination of our data for Fig. 3, using only the
limited system sizes of Ref. [6] (up to L = 32), shows
consistency with a smaller " " 0.30(3). This would bring
our error bars to overlap those in Ref. [6], and might
suggest that subleading corrections indeed lead to a sig-
nificant discrepency between results. The critical scaling
of Cz

V is more complicated; due to the aforementioned
mixing-in of two order parameters, Cz

V is expected to re-
ceive two independent power-law contributions. Indeed,
it is di!cult to disentangle these individual contributions
on the limited range of lattices sizes available, precluding
us from verifying the proposal [6] that "N = "V.

We now turn to an analysis of the scaling properties
of !u and #s in the hypothesized quantum critical fan
region of Fig 1. !u and #s, being susceptibilities of con-
served densities have no anomalous scaling dimension,
and hence at finite-T and L in the proximity of a scale-
invariant critical point, assuming hyper-scaling [10] they
should scale as:

#s(T, L, J) =
T

Ld!2
Y

!

LzT

c
, gL1/#

"

, (2)

!u(T, L, J) =
1

TLd
Z

!

LzT

c
, gL1/#

"

, (3)

where g ! (J # Jc)/Jc. At criticality (g = 0), it is easy
to see that Y(x $ 0, 0) = A$/x and Z(x $ %, 0) =
A"xd/z, where Y(x, y) and Z(x, y) are universal scal-
ing functions and A",A$ are universal amplitudes of the
quantum critical point; c is a non-universal velocity.

At criticality and L $ %, one can show from Eq. (3)
that !u = A!

cd/z T d/z!1; i.e. for a z = 1 transition, !u

should be T -linear and have a zero intercept on the y-
axis at T = 0 [11]. In Fig. 4, !u data for an L = 128
system is presented. Within our error bars, this data is
L $ % converged for the region of T shown; at smaller
T the finite-size gap causes an exponential reduction in
!u. The inset shows how the extracted value of the y-
intercept, a (from a fit to the form a+bT ), changes sign as
the coupling is tuned, consistent with 0.036 & Jc & 0.040
and demonstrating to high precision the z = 1 scaling.

Turning to study Eqs. (2,3) further, one may hold the
first argument of the universal functions fixed by setting
L = 1/T (assuming z = 1 as indicated above). In order
to achieve this, we performed extensive simulations on
lattices sizes up to L = 1/T = 64, illustrated in Fig. 5.
According to Eqs. (2,3), data curves for L#s and L!u

plotted versus J should show a crossing point with dif-
ferent L precisely at Jc. We find that for relatively large
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FIG. 4: (color online) Finite-T uniform susceptibility, for a
L = 128 system near Jc. Error bars are much smaller than
the symbol size. For the region 0.08 ! T ! 0.18, the data is
highly linear, and a straight-line fit for J/Q = 0.038 (shown)
intercepts the origin within error bars. Intercepts of straight-
line fits for all data sets are in the inset. From the slope of
the linear-T behavior we obtain A!/c2 = 0.0412(2).
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FIG. 5: (color online) Zoom-in of the spin sti!ness and sus-
ceptibility close to the expected critical point, taken for sim-
ulations cells of size L = 1/T . Data in the inset is scaled to
get the best collapse for the largest system sizes, which occurs
for Jc " 0.039(1) and ! " 0.68(4).

sizes (32 & L & 64) the crossing point converges quickly
in the interval 0.038 & J & 0.040. The insets show the
data collapse when the x-axis is re-scaled to gL1/# (with
$ = 0.68). We note that with the inclusion of small
sub-leading corrections (of the form a%/L%), the cross-
ing point and data collapse of #s and !u can be made
consistent, at the expense of two more fit parameters,
even for much smaller system sizes than illustrated [9].
In contrast to the U(1) symmetric JK model [12], where
the absence of a T -linear !u and a crossing in the data for
#sL cast doubt on its interpretation as a z = 1 QCP, the
present data for this SU(2) symmetric model gives strong

L = 128 uniform susceptibility
J-Q model

!u ! T d/z!1
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FIG. 6: Scaling of !u and "s at J = 0.038 ! Jc, with z = 1
and d = 2. These plots are the universal functions Y(x, 0) and
Z(x, 0) up to the non-universal scale factor c on the x-axis.
The expected asymptotes (see text) are plotted as dashed
lines Y(x " 0, 0) = A!/x and Z(x " #, 0) = A"xd/z. From
fits to the data, we find A"/c2 = 0.041(4) and A!c = 0.37(3),
allowing us to estimate a universal model-independent num-
ber associated with the QCP, A!

p

A" ! 0.075(4).

support for a z = 1 QCP between 0.038 " J " 0.040.

Finally, we hold the second argument of the scaling
functions [Eqs. (2,3)] constant by tuning the system to
g = 0. One then expects a data collapse for !s/T and
L"u when they are plotted as a function of LzT (with z =
1). Fig. 6 shows this collapse for simulations carried out
with extremely anisotropic arguments LT , varying over
almost three orders of magnitude. There is an excellent
data collapse over 8 orders of magnitude of the range of
the universal functions, with no fit parameters. This data
together with that in Fig. 4 provide our most striking
evidence for the existence of a QCP with z = 1 in the
proximity of J/Q # 0.038.

Discussion: In this paper we have presented exten-
sive data for the SU(2) symmetric JQ model which in-
dicates that the Néel order (present when J $ Q) is
destroyed at a continuous quantum transition as Q is in-
creased [6]. In the finite-T quantum critical fan above
this QCP, scaling behavior is found that confirms the
dynamic scaling exponent z = 1 to high accuracy. The
anomalous dimension of the Néel field at this transition is
determined to be #N # 0.35(3), almost an order of mag-
nitude more than its value of 0.038 [13] for a conventional
O(3) transition. For su!ciently large values of Q we find
that the system enters a spin-gapped phase with VBS or-
der. To the accuracy of our simulations, our results are
fully consistent with a direct continuous QCP between
the Néel and VBS phases, with a critical coupling be-
tween J/Q # 0.038 and J/Q # 0.040. We have found no
evidence for double-peaked distributions, indicating an
absence of this sort of first-order behavior on the rela-
tively large length scales studied here. It is interesting to

compare our results to the only theory currently available
for a continuous transition out of the Néel state into a
quantum paramagnetic VBS state in an S = 1/2, SU(2)
symmetric quantum magnet: the deconfined quantum
criticality scenario [4], in which the Néel-VBS transition
is described by the non-compact CP

1 field theory. All of
the qualitative observations above, including an unusu-
ally large #N [14] agree with the predictions of this theory.
Indeed, our estimate for #N is in remarkable numerical
agreement with a recent field-theoretic computation [15]
of this quantity which finds, #N = 0.3381. With regard
to a detailed quantitative comparison, we have provided
the first step by computing many universal quantities,
X!(x), XS(x), #N # 0.35 [Fig. 3], Y(x, 0), Z(x, 0) and
A"

!

A! # 0.075 [Fig. 6] in the JQ model. Analogous

computations in the CP
1 model, although currently un-

available [16] are highly desirable to further demonstrate
that the JQ model realizes this new and exotic class of
quantum criticality.
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(0, !)] (the latter in the case where the correlator is mea-
sured with ŷ) for large Q/J [8], confirming the Néel and
VBS phases observed in Ref. [6]. As shown in Fig. 2,
T ! 0 converged data scales convincingly to a non-zero
value for m2

N at J/Q = 0.1 and for m2
V at J/Q = 0.01. As

we will detail below, the critical coupling occurs between
Jc " 0.038 and 0.040 (we set Q = 1 fixed throughout).
In Fig. 2, as Jc is approached from above (below) the
extrapolated Néel (VBS) order parameter is suppressed.
Close to the expected critical coupling, both order pa-
rameters vanish within our error bars. At Jc, a power law
with no y-intercept fits the the Néel data with high accu-
racy. More specifically, at Jc, scaling arguments require
SN # L1!ηN XS(LzT/c) and "N # L2!ηN Xχ(LzT/c),
with #N the anomalous dimension of the Néel field. In
Fig. 3, we verify this scaling behavior and determine
the universal functions XS and Xχ. Our estimate of
#N " 0.35(3) is larger than the result of #N " 0.26(3)
quoted in Ref. [6], possibly due in part to the larger sys-
tem sizes studied here. The critical scaling of Cz

V is more
complicated; due to the aforementioned mixing-in of two
order parameters, Cz

V is expected to receive two inde-
pendent power-law contributions. Indeed, it is di!cult
to disentangle these individual contributions on the lim-
ited range of lattices sizes available, precluding us from
verifying the interesting proposal [6] that #N = #V.

We now turn to our most convincing results for a con-
tinuous transition – an analysis of the scaling properties
of "u and $s in the hypothesized quantum critical fan
region of Fig 1. "u and $s, being susceptibilities of con-
served densities have no anomalous scaling dimension,
and hence at finite-T and L in the proximity of a scale-
invariant critical point they should scale as:

$s(T, L, J) =
T

Ld!2
Y

!

LzT

c
, gL1/ν

"

, (2)

"u(T, L, J) =
1

TLd
Z

!

LzT

c
, gL1/ν

"

, (3)

where g # (J$Jc)/Jc. At criticality (g = 0), it is easy to
see that Y(x ! 0, 0) = aρ/x and Z(x ! %, 0) = aχxd/z,
where Y(x, y) and Z(x, y) are universal scaling functions
and aχ, aρ are universal amplitudes of the quantum crit-
ical point; c is a non-universal velocity.

At criticality and L ! %, one can show from Eq. (3)
that "u = a!

cd/z T d/z!1; i.e. for a z = 1 transition, "u

should be T -linear and have a zero intercept on the y-
axis at T = 0 [10]. In Fig. 4, "u data for an L = 128
system is presented. Within our error bars, this data is
L ! % converged for the region of T shown; at smaller
T the finite-size gap causes an exponential reduction in
"u. Close to J = 0.038 the data fits the form a + bT
excellently, confirming to high precision the expectation
of z = 1 scaling. The inset shows how the extracted
value of the y-intercept, a, changes sign as the coupling
is tuned, consistent with 0.036 & Jc & 0.040.
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FIG. 4: (color online) Finite-T uniform susceptibility, for a
L = 128 system near the critical J/Q. Error bars are much
smaller than the symbol size, typically around 1 ! 10!5. For
the region 0.08 " T " 0.18, the data is highly linear, and a
straight-line fit for J/Q = 0.038 (shown) intercepts the origin
within error bars. Intercepts of straight-line fits (with error
bars) are illustrated for all data sets in the inset. From the
slope of the linear-T behavior we obtain a!/c2 = 0.0412(2).
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Turning to study Eqs. (2,3) further, one may hold the
first argument of the universal functions fixed by setting
L = 1/T (assuming z = 1 as indicated above). In order
to achieve this, we performed extensive simulations on
lattices sizes up to L = 1/T = 64, illustrated in Fig. 5.
According to Eqs. (2,3), data curves for L$s and L"u

plotted versus J should show a crossing point with dif-
ferent L precisely at the critical point. We find that for
relatively large sizes (32 & L & 64) the crossing point
converges quickly in the interval 0.038 & J & 0.040. The
insets show the data collapse when the x-axis is re-scaled

J/Q = 0.038
z = 1
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discussion: J-Q model scaling

scaling exponent z=1 to high accuracy

anomalous dimension is large and positive (0.35)

Jiang et al. (arXiv:07103926): stiffness scaling suggests weak 
1st order transition (?)



outline

Quantum Monte Carlo: SSE and the sign problem

The J-K model, deconfined quantum criticality, and scaling

The J-Q model: scaling in the quantum critical fan

Emergent U(1) symmetries in the valence-bond-solid phases
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four possible VBS orderings:
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symmetry of VBS bond-order in J-Q model
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Discussion:
scaling in the J-Q model much more “well behaved” than the     
J-K model

irrelevancy of the broken Z4 symmetry of the VBS phase 
observed in both models:

• “deep” in the VBS phase

• near the quantum phase transition

• clear finite-L, finite-T effects

• both models appear to harbor columnar VBS order 

z = 1 ! = 0.35


